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Outlook: Short-term cyclical weakness vs long-term structural upside

Source: Bloomberg

What drives a commodity bull cycle?

§ Fragmentation with focus on reshoring and friend-shoring 
pushing up demand for, and prices of key commodities

§ Green transformation supporting demand for industrial 
metals towards “new” energy 

§ Structural long-term inflation of +3% driving demand for 
tangible assets

§ Tight supply of key commodities due to rising funding costs 
and lower investment appetite driven by ESG, investor and 
lending restrictions

§ Climate change creating a more volatile production 
environment

Duration determined by:

§ Prolonged period of mismatch between rising demand and 
inelastic supply

§ Supply/demand imbalances take years to correct
§ High start-up capex for new projects and falling ore grades

BCOM Total Return Index
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Green shoots emerging following year of sideways action

Name
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Tight supply: Cocoa (high prices the best cure for high prices)

Source: Saxo
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Tight vs ample supply: Diverging agriculture sector

Source: Saxo
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Ample supply: Natural Gas                       (low prices needed to cure low prices)

Source: Saxo

U.S. production cuts announced by: EQT, Antero, 
Comstock and Chesapeake
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Contango (ample supply) versus backwardation (tight supply)

Source: Bloomberg

Futures forward curve

1-year T-Bill rate

Source: Bloomberg
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Contango/backwardation impact on ETF’s return

Five-year return to end 2020
(mostly contange)

2021 until now
(mostly backwardation)

Source: Bloomberg
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Softening inflation => US rate cuts, but when ?

Source: Bloomberg
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Gold and silver: bull market gathering pace despite headwinds
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Gold rally: too much too soon ?

A break above $2075 may signal a 
+300 dollar extension
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Having build a base around $2k we may see +$2300 next

Source: Saxo

Spot Gold

Spot Silver
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Source: Saxo

Copper: Re-stocking, electrification, stimulus & disruptions
Miners are facing rising cash costs driven among others by:

§ Higher input prices (diesel, electric and labor)
§ Lower ore grades
§ Rising regulatory costs and government intervention
§ Climate change: Disruptions from flooding to lack of water (A returning El 

Niño could trigger heavy rains in Chile, restricting access to mines) 
§ Panama shuts down giant Cobre mine (1.5% of world supply)

EV’s require three times more 
copper than ICE
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Source: Saxo

Green transformation metals and miners
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Crude oil: OPEC+ cuts => rising spare capacity => limited upside

Brent Crude Oil

Source: Saxo

Source: Saxo

OPEC’s price floor
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What is the Commitment of Traders Report ?

Source: Saxo

Speculator behavior:
Instead of causing them, hedge funds & CTA’s and other large speculators 
tend to anticipate, accelerate and amplify price changes that has been 
set in motion by fundamentals. Being followers of momentum, this 
strategy often sees this group of traders buy into strength and sell into 
weakness, meaning that they are often found holding the biggest long 
near the peak of a cycle or the biggest short position ahead of a through 
in the market
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Where to find us?
WWW.ANALYSIS.SAXO


